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WeatherLink Emergency Response

Product Images

Short Description

Software and data logger for incident monitoring for Davis Vantage Pro2 stations. 2-3 week lead time.

Description
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Data logger and software required to connect your Vantage Pro2 to a computer. The logger fits neatly into
the weather station console or Envoy, storing weather data even when it's not connected to your PC. Later,
download the data and use the software to create graphs, generate summaries, and more.

Choosing a logging interval of 1, 5, 10, 15, 30, 60, or 120 minutes allows the logger store up to six months of
data before downloading.

WeatherLink brings an additional dimension to your Vantage Pro2 weather station. With this version your
Vantage Pro2 weather station can be used with the free CAMEO® software developed by NOAA and the EPA.
With Vantage Pro2 it provides the real-time weather data needed to map the "footprint" of a hazardous
plume, predict its dispersion, and help make critical public safety decisions.

Data logger simultaneously logs and stores the data, which can later be downloaded to your PC for all the
graphing, charting, and analysis included with the standard WeatherLink.

Expanded Reporting

More Weather Data. View weather information not available on the console, including heating degree
days, cooling degree days, and heating demand.
Optional Sensor Reporting. With optional UV and solar radiation sensors, get details on sunburn risk
and solar energy.
Moon Phase. With Vantage Pro2 and Vantage Vue, you can see the phase of the moon right on the
console.

Analysing, Storing and Sharing Your Weather Data

Create Your Own Reports. Data can be exported to most popular spreadsheets, databases, and word
processing programs.
Weather Website. Create a weather website or post weather conditions to a LAN. Add graphs, text
lines, or scrolling ticker tapes, and upload other files (such as webcam images) along with weather data.

System requirements are Windows 2000/XP/Vista/7 - only tested on 32bit.

Additional Information

Brand Davis Instruments

Contents
The package includes software on CD, streming serial
data logger, and 2.4 metre cable to connect the data
logger to your computer.
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